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The Unive rsi ty of Michiga n Law School

Dean
Departs

·Sexual
Orientation
Policy
Preempted
By Ruth l\1ilkman
· The student-faculty committee on
\
placement policy has been dissolved
because it has been preempted by a
poli cy
statement.
Univer sity
But nobody knows what that
statement is.
J ust over a year ago, the administration appointed a studentfaculty committee to consider whether
the law school should prohibit employers who discriminate on the basis
of sexua l preference. Now, the committee has been dissolved as a result of a
forthcom ing Univer sity-wide policy
statement which will preempt any
separate law school decision.
Dean Sandalow . . .
The dissolution of the committee has
left s tudent members disgruntle d.
" Bas ically, the committee was a
waste," said Mike Kenyon, a member
of the committee, and of the Lesbian
and Ga y Law Students (LGLS). The
other members of the committee were
professors Ted St. Antoine (chair),
Philip Soper, and Jerry Israel, and
another second year student, David
Laverty.
The University's preemption of the
By Kevin Tottis
sexual preference discrimination issue
Although a state bar committee must
effectively prevents the law school
still address the question of a potential
from changing its policy on use of the
conflict of interest, the Child Advocacy
placement office by the military. " It
Clinic
is back in court.
seems clear that the presidential
The clinic's work came to a brief
statement will not affect placement
stands till last November when
policy," said Kenyon.
Curr enlly, neither the University nor • Washtenaw County Probate Judge
Lorin Campbell barred it from his courthe Law School bylaws protect gays and
troom because of a perceived conflict of
lesbians from discrimination. The
interest
by Clinic Director Donald
bylaws do prohibit discrimination on
Duquette.
the basis of sex, race, religion, age,
Duquette also serves as a Washtenaw
national origin, marital status, or hanCounty Commissioner. Among other
dicap.
Two years ago, University students
formed a group called Lesbian and Gay
Rights on Campus (LAGROC), whose
purpose was to obtain a change in
By Ka ren J ewell
University bylaws.
On Monday night the Law School
Student Senate approved a resolution
The following fall, the university
supporting a petition on the Writing and
agreed to consider the LAGRO C
Advocacy program cur rently cirproposal . At the same time, LGLS
proposed to the Law school that it _ c ulating . Rep. Russell Smith introduced the motion, which calls for
reform the la w sc hool placement
immediate review of the program.
policy, and collected 400 signatures on a
Specific concerns addressed in the
petition which asked the law school to
resolution are: the lack of faculty supprohibit employers who discriminate
port ; the efficacy of training students
on the basis of sexual orientation.
receive ; the lack of training a nd exDean Terrance Sandalow stated his
perience of junior and senior clerks ;
oppos ition to the LGLS proposal in an
and the lack of uniformity in the
inter view with the RG on November 10,
amount of work required in case clubs.
1982. Sandalow said that the university
The Senate further suggested that
should avoid taking political positions.
funding be increased for the Writing
" My view is that we ought to exclude
and Advocacy program, that junior and
from the placement office only those
senior clerks receive extensive tr aining
See SEXUAL p a~e six
in legal writing, and that thP.Iaw !;<'hool

/

. . . gone but not forgotten

By Kevin Tottis
In case you haven't noticed - and
you probably haven't - Dean Terrance
Sanda low isn't around this term.
No, he hasn' t been fired . He wasn't
eVl!tt!ured away by a better offer.
Instead, the dean has decided to try
his hand at academia again and is
taking a sabbatical from deanly duties
to do some research for the term .
In the meantime, Associate. Dean
Edward Cooper will handle the day to
day dea n drudgery . Sandalow,
however, will poke his head in from
time to time and will be on call for any
law school cr ises.
Of course, just what the day to day
duties of a dean ar e, is hard to tell.
Cooper isn't really that sure. He says
he' ll take care of the " various and sundry" functions that come up each day,
but "there's no intelligent way to
delegate r esponsibilities fo r the
semester."
Cooper is sure of one thing, however.
He gets to sit in on the Campbell competition .

-

Child Advocacy Clinic
Back in Courtroom
duties, the commtsston oversees the
budgets for the county's probate court.
Last Thursday, Duquette and Campbell drafted a letter to send to the State
Bar Committee on P rofessional and
Judicial Ethics asking for a formal
opinion on whether a conflict does indeed exist. Both Duquette and Campbell have agreed to abide by the committee's decision, Duquette said.
Although an informal opinion usually
takes about three weeks to get, Duquette said, a formal opinion could take
much longer, perhaps even two months.

In the meantime, however, the child
advocacy clinic has been able to continue in court. "We didn't want the kids
or the students to be involved," Duquette said, "so the cases went forward. "
Duquette has served on the board of
commissioners since 1981. At that time,
Duquette says he consulted the state
bar and found there was no conflict of
interest inherent in his position.
Duquette abstains from voting on
issues concerning appropriations for
ce CIII LO, page six

Senate Supports Case Club Petition
hire an individual whose sole responsibility is administration of t he
program.
In the discussion preceding adoption
of the resolution, Senate members
noted increasing student unhappiness
with the course over the past several
years.
Returning to an issue raised at last
week's meeting, Rep. Doris Coles expressed dissatisfa ction with the
Senate's approval of disbursement of
the · receipts of the LSSS-sponsored
Halloween party. The m·oney was
donated to the Matthew Selleck Trust
Fund. The Senate approved the
donation at the request of the Social
Committee, without the knowledge of
the fund's purpose or history.

Treasurer Don Baty had inquired
about the fund dur ing the past week. He
explained that Matthew Selleck is the
son of a law student who committed
suicide while attending school severa l
years ago. The fund was set up by
members of the student's class to
provide for Matthew's education, and
LSSS has made a donation each year
since the fund's establishment.
Although no action was taken on the
matter, the Senate agreed lhat closer
monitoring of Social Committee activities is needed. This was in conjunction with Rep. Smith's report of complaints on the scheduling of " Law
Revue " for the Saturday before
Easter. The Senate will request that the
activity be rescheduled.
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Sign that petition
We endors e Lynn Smith-Capehart's
proposal for review of current Case Club
, procedure. More than that1 we applaud her
energy in pursuing what she rightly sees as a
major flaw in the first year curriculum, past
the requisite official conversations, to the
petition stage.

Student Questions Case
Club Work Disparities
To the editor:
My purpose in writing, Equalize Case Club Work
Load <RG, Nov. 9, 1983), was to initiate an open
debate on the method of teaching writing and advocacy skills to first -year students at The University Michigan Law School. My hope was that such a
debate would lead to improvements because it
seems to me that the current program has many
weaknesses.
Since then I have spoken with both Prof Pierce.
Faculty Director of the Case Club program , and Dr.
Leary, Associate Director of the Law Library. They
were both readily available, generous with their
time a nd more than happy to discuss the matter.
~evertheless, it is clear to me that nothing will be
done to improve the program unless and until
students make known their preference for change.
To that end, I have drawn up a petition requesting
that Dean Sanda low appoint a committee consisting
of students, law professors and Directors of the Law
Library to address the questions that have been

they would be instructed in proper teaching
methods by a qualified professional. One could
spend years learning to be a good teacher, yet thirdyears are expected to be effective educators with
absolutely no prior tutoring. One senior judge spoke
of being "really surprised" at receiving no booklet
or hand-out explaining exactly what should be taught
and how to do so.
FacuJty Advisors are assigned to each Club so
that students can get acquainted with a professor on
a one-to-one basis. Yet many first-years have com·
plained that they have never seen their advisors,
except at orientation cocktail parties and many do
not even remember their advisor's names. Some
students believe that if F'aculty Advisors take a
more active role in Case Club, they could share with
students the benefit of their years of practice and
teaching and thereby help to produce a better
writing program .
Also it seems to me that there should be more

Too often, criticisms of case club fall into
that chasm between first year and second
year . First years routinely complain about
case club, but no one listens to them because
they are, after all , first years. Then, after
everyone spends the summer trying to forget
about their first year, the last issue they want
to figh t over is how Case Clubs could be more
worthwhile. Second and third years have no
obvious stake in the matter.
But, we'd like to ask second and third years,
especially those who are junior clerks and
senior judges, to sign the petition. After all,
it's not very radical- it just calls for a review
of the Case Club proceedings.
It is clear at this point that individual complaints are not going to accomplish anything.
Every year the RG runs at least one editorial
begging the administration to do something
about first year workloads and the specific
problems with the Case Clubs. Every year at
least one energetic first year tramps around to
talk to professors and deans , and try to make
them understand that there is r oom for improvement in the Writing and Advocacy
Program.
But of course, nothing ever changes. And
it's really too bad, because learning how to
research and write memos is extremely
useful, especially for the vast majority of
students who will go on to work in big corporate law firms . We could say something at
this point about the use of the Case Club in
funnelling students into corporate jobs, but
we'll save that for another day. For the
moment, let's just concentrate on making life
more bearable for upcoming crops of hapless
first years.
Don't succum b to the I-had-to-do-it, theyhave-to-do-it-too mentality. Sign the petition.
And if that doesn't work, watch this space for
further suggestions. (Ban the Brief; Burn the
Blue Book, Fight first years, Fight! )

-~

raised and to consider the suggestions submitted.
As of this writing, more than 350 students from all
three years have signed the petition ; the signatures
of almost half the senior judges and junior clerks
are especially appreciated because they help to
demonstrate that this is a non-partisan effort by
concerned students.
The complaint most often voiced by the signers is
the dissatisfaction with the imbalance in the work
loads of the different Clubs. Everyone agrees that
there is a need for a more formal structure with
assignments of similar length and quantity given all
Clubs. Students se<'rn to feel it would be b<'tter to
examine alternatives and decide exactly which ones
would be effective in teaching good legal writing
skills. Then guidelines could be set that all senior
judges would adhere to. Any ideas on new
techniques should be reviewed by the directors of
the program prior to implementation in any of the
Clubs.
Many students think it is unreasonable to give
third-year students, most of whom have no training
in educational methods, the full responsibility of
teaching first-years the crucial skills of legal
writing and oral advocacy, skills that will be used in
almost every aspect of a legal career. It has been
suggested that judges and clerks attend a two week
seminar before the new school year begins, wherein

coordination and communication between the Case
Club program and the law librar ians. This is important because one of the major purposes of the
program is to inculcate good library research skills
The Law School administration is fond of bragging
about our new library and the private funds that
built it; they point to it with a pride that swells the
chest. Yet they do not seem to understand that the
money will not have been wisely spent unless the
training that students receive in the use of the
library is also of the highest caliber. That is why a
more structured, personally conducted, library introduction tour is essential before students are
asked to research a subject.
A few Clubs are troubled by their leaders' habit of
contradicting each other in class and on written
assignments. They explained that a judge might
write "good point" next to a paragraph that the
clerk had marked "irrelevant,'' and vice versa. It is
true that courts hand down contradictory decisions
and that law students must become acclimated to
this life of contradictions. Still , first-years need
clear and constant signals from their Case Club
leaders which show them the kind of substantive
writing that should be emulated.
One second-year suggested that the recurring
problem of teaching proper citation forms could be
See CASE CLlJB. page three
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Letters
Case Club Procedures Need Revisionr.===== ======n
Petition

from p:1 g (;"'"[\\0
solved by having a professor who is versed in the
subject conduct a one-time sem inar which could be
videotaped and made mandatory for all new students, senior judges and junior clerks. Then we could be
sure that the Blue Book was being interpreted in a
consistent way and eliminate some of lhe firstyear's confusion.
A senior judge expressed a desire to have judges
receive more credit for teaching Case Club so that
they would not have to take so many other courses
and then would be able to s pend more time working
on the Club's activities. Other judges have mentioned that they are not expecting much guidance
this semester because all of their 2-credit Case
Club/ Writing Seminar classes have been cancelled.
They have been instructed to drop by the Director 's
office once a week to tell him how things are going.
Some students who have signed the petition said
they have been lucky because they have a "good"

MEANLJHIL.t: , 8AcK

judge, but lhey still fault the present system for its
inconsistencies and lack of standa rds comparable
to the other curricula . Our legal writing education
s hould not have to depend on the luck of the draw.
I urge all students, including upperclass persons
but espec;ially first-years , to sign the petition, which
will be on the table, in front of Room 100, Wed ., Jan
25 to Fri. , J an 27, fro m 12:30 to 1:30 p.m . Keep in
mind that your signature does not endorse any of
the suggestions already made ; it merely requests
that the program structure and teaching methods
be reviewed for needed improvements. If you have
any ideas on how to improve Case Club, place them
in the suggestion box next to the petition and they
will be conveyed to the Dean at lhe same time as the
petition.
- Lynn Smith-Capehar t
Ly nn Snllllt-Cap!!ltart
of Fead Case Club.

.

IS

a first year and a mernbt>r

AT ,-HE lr1!HL Roo(VJ.•.

WHEREAS, the program designed to teach
writing and advocacy skills to first-year students at
The Univer sity of Michigan Law School has n?t
been reviewed for m ore than ten yea rs to ascertam
whether or not it still accom plishes its stated pur.
poses in the most ef£icacious manner.
WHEREAS, many questions have been ratsed
recently by students as to whether the current Case
Club program matches the excellence of the other
curricula at the Law School.
NOW, THEREFORE , be it resolved that we, the
undersigned, respectfully request that De_an. Sandalow appoint a committee-of-review, constsllng_of
Directors of the Law Library, law professors, sen_10r
judges and first-year students• , in order to exan:une
lhe aforementioned questions and any suggestiOnS
submitted and thereby discover improvements for
the program .
•Omission of second-year students was an oversight; they will naturally be included in any com mittee of review.

Senior Judge
Requests Review

You

ore.

qual;~ ied

but;

To the Editor :
I am writing in support of the petition currently circulating calling for a review of the Writing and Advocacy Program . From my perspective as a Senior
Judge, I believe that the program could substantially benefit from a thorough review. The purpose
of this petition is neither to assess blame nor to
"point the finger" at any specific i ndivi~ual , ~ut
rather to ensure that the program achteves tts
stated purposes. The administration owes a duty to
the students and to the reputation of this Law School
to set the same high standards for the Writing and
Advocacy Program as tt does for other a reas of
study.
Thom as R. Lucchesi. 3L
Fead Club Senior Judg('

Senate Wants
Comments
To All Law School Student Organitalions:
There was much controversy over the procedure
used las t year in setting the 1983-84 budget for
s tudent organizations here at the Law School. To
improve the budgetary process for subsequent
years, m embers of the Law School Student Senate
have decided to gather comments from the various
organizations for suggestions and improvements
which could be implemented in the futut·c . We also
intend to hold limited hea rings this semes ter concerning this matter. We then plan to modify the
budgetary procedure following the suggestions we
might receive.
A letter went out to the organizations at the end of
last semester asking for any suggestiOns for improving the budgetary procedure Thus far , we have
received no written responses We are still open to
ideas for improvement P lease put your written
comments in my senate mailbox located on the
second floor of Hutchins Hall near the Senate Office.
Thank you

Submissions Policy
Letters and other articles should be typed, douunc:spaced, and submitted to Room 408, Hutchins Hall
by 6 p.m . on Sundays. The HG reserves the r ight to
edit for reasons of s pace. Unsigned letters will not
be printed, although the RG will withhold names by
request. Questions? Call 763-o333, or leave a note on
the RG door.
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M .A.A.P.: Orientation and Assimilation or a Pacifier that Stigmatizes?
by Laura Ktl~r~ Rhode '

Second-year Chacana Darlene Sisneros
suggests that " the fact that minor1taes
have done poorly an the past and con·
llnue to do poorly as an Indication that
1\l.A.A P. is not servlng the purposes at
was designed Cor that is to somehow
equalize our posit ion."
The Minority Academic Advan·
cement Program <M A A P > is a ser ·
vice offered to "all self·adentified
mmorities" upon admission to the Law
chool, according to Assistant Dean
Sue Eklund. The two-fold goal of the
program is to provide academic and
social support to those minority s tudents who wish to participate io it.
Sisneros beheves that it is not examtaking technique:. and the like that
M.A.A.P . should ofCer. but a more
general idea or how to approach law

The M.A.A.P. groups remain in their
sections. so generaUy one or their own
professors is their M.A.A. P. advisor.
Aleinikof!'s goal in teaching M.A A P .
last summer was ''to help the students
be the best studenlS they can be in law
school." He believes ·that the small
~1 .A.A.P. meetings facilitate this since
the traditaonallarge sections "fall with
particular harshness on minority
students." He added that be enjoyed
teaching the M.A.A.P. sessions and
··saw development in the students," but •
lbat it was hard to tell how much of that
was simply the result of their being in
Jaw'school.

''At least the adrninistration does
realize there is a need to help the
minority students academically . ,,
Another problem Gordan and Eklund
sec is "white backlash" - the resentment that non-minority students express over the "extra help" minorities
can obtain through M.A.A .P. According to Gordan. however, the same services are available to all students. but
in different forms.
ln a program
originated by Dean Sandalow, any
student who requests academic
tutoring may receive iL

Butler said that his M.A A.P. ex·
perience last year was very posiuve,
largely because his student instructor
was so enthusiastic. He feels that
having professors address the sessions
was helpful but expressed concern that

On the positive side, M.A.A P. offers
students some academic feedback
early in lhe term , giving them a feeling
"that they're going to make it," accordmg to Gordan. ll aJso provides a
chance to meet faculty on a less formal
bas as than tbe classroom setting.

"If th e serious goal were to improve
the achie ven1ent of minority students,
they'd have a differentprogram."
school and legal thinking. Second-year
Roberto Perez agrees, adding that
manorities are more likely not to have
lawyer parents and "even not to know
any attorneys before coming to Jaw
school. There i~o a lot of basic orienLallon that we need.'' Sisneros commented lhat minorities more often
"11eed the security of a familiar environment wh1ch lhey have left for lhe
rarst tame ,.
Eklund says that the school offers
.M A. A P in part because it is
•· radiculous
to
assume
that
di!>cramination doesn't exisl. ' '
Professor Alex Alcanakoff. who was the
faculty advisor for the summer starters' ~LA A.P , &uggested that the
program "shows :\1ichagan's commitment to aHJrmat1ve action
It lets
mmorities kno~ that ~e want them to
succeed here. and that we take
mmoraty repre eolatton rn the legal
profession seriously "
Perez feels otherwase, saymg that
M A A.P . as only operating "to pacify
the mmorilles. . If the serious goal
~ere to impro,·e the achievement or
minoraty stud('nts. they'd have a different program. ·• Carl Butler, VicePresident of the Black Law Student

One of the biggest advantages of
M .A .A. P. is that it (thelps n1inorities
avoid isolation.,,
Alliance sees some problems with the
administr ation's efforts as well:
"There is no full-time director, no
training of the student instructors. and
not a lol of commitment of funds going
into the program " Butler noted that
his \'iews are not necessarily those of
B l.-S.A
Thas yea r and last the program
provided one or one and a half hour
weekly meetings watha professor and a
M A.A.P Student Jnslructor-a second
or third year minoraty student. The
rame as typacally spent reviewing
h} pothetJcals or sample exam
questions with the professor or
discussing outline methods with the instructor The sessions last until mid·
\'ovember

"After 250 years of domination over
1ninorities, this sort of program is really
a minimal remedy.,

they "may lower their standards when
dealing with minor ities .. .. J think it
wouJd help if they were more honest
and compared us to those they would
ordinarily compare us to." He believes
that during M.A.A.P. sessions the
professors "make concessions and ore
paternalistic just to make the students
feel good about being minorities ... .
That makes it lhal much harder when
you get your grades in January and you
are compared to everyone else"
Eklund feels that M.A.A P does nol
further isolate mmority students. smce
il is " a drop in the bucket in the total
law school experaence.'' Butler agrees,
adding that one of the biggest advan
tages oi M.A.A.P. is that it "helps
minorities avoid isolation ''
Sisneros believes, however, that
M.A.A_p does not aid mmorahes In
mixing with other students on an
academic level. She thinks minoratac:;
lend to stay with the people thf>)' know
for study groups, for example, whtch is
where an mtportant part of leammg
and confidence-building can occur
All or the minorities intervaewed
agreed that a stigma of some sort was a
problem, though not one that kept any

of them from participating. Butl<>r ex ·
plained: "As long as I'm a black per·
son, I realize that there's some extra
baggage T'm going to carry and that I'll
have to do a little extra work to make
up for il. I don't mind that, but at the
same time I'm going to lake advantage
of everything that is offered me."
Accordjng to Sisneros, a stlgmn is
imposed by virtue or being •·singled out
for special treatment." She and Perez
both believe this then adds to thr self·
doubts that all first-years havr The
difference is. Perez s uggested. " those
doubts are then linked to be1ng a
minority. You're bcang told your adjustment problem s or acad<'mlc
problems stem from that."
''Then.'' Perez believes. "you start
wondering if you can compete. You

Gomez feels that Ole six-week intensive program which mcludes several
first-year classes laughl by minority
professors is a tremendous help to the
students. Some of her summer students
have written her saying that law school
is much easier to handle after having
been through a " dry run ''
Gomez wishes she could ha\'e gone
through such a program ''There is just
nothing like having been called on and
questioned in a classroom silualion.
having written a memo, and having
used a law dictionary for six weeks
before starting law school "
Gomez notes some drawbacks to the
program , howe\•er
For example.
students don't Jearn about a particular

Ul.SA Vice president Carl BullrrandliLSA m('mbf'r Hobert Perez

(fNothing like this was offered in
college and we all d1d fine. Now all of a
sudden they're telling us we need
academic help. , ,
wonder if you deserve to be here " rt
seems worse. he thinks , b('cause
"nothing like this was offered an college
and we all dad fine Now all of a sudden
they·re tellang us we need academic
help."
Haywood has found that M.A A P
confronts students with the fact that
they may need special acacfemic help :
":'-lo one wants to hear that about Ulemsclves." He resolves this bv se\•eral
approaches, first noting ·that the
M A.A P program is voluntary, thus
preventing anyone from having the
"stigma" forced on lhem . " My approach 1s that of assignang blame to
others. rather than feeling guilt over
any advantage rm being given ..
Since 1975 the Law School has offered
fellowshaps to minority law graduates
for a two-year Master of Laws degree in
response to the School's concern over
the lack of minority repa·esentation in
the leaching field . The program gives
lhe candidate time to work closely with
the faculty and "lo explore teaching as
a career," according to Eklund. At the
same umc, the L.L.M. student would
help administer the program while
providing counseling and other support
to the ,J.D. minority students.
The Law School. however, has had
trouble attracting fellowship can-

didat~.>s.

and in fact has not had one sin-

('(' 19!11 R2. Eklund suggests that lbis 1s

partly because a graduate degree is not
as necessary to teaching as it once was
To pre\ ent a Jack of continuitY an
M.A A.P .'s administration, Virfiinia
Gordan Coordinator of Academic Af.
faars-was gh•en administrath•e
r(•sponsabality. which Eklund believes
has helped. The social support aspect of
the program has been assumed by the
uppt•rclass Student Lnstructors.
Thard vear Student Instructor Svh1a
Gomez said, however, that just as the
students need minority l\.l .A.A.P . in·
slructors to serve as role models. the
dar£>Ctor of the program shou.Jd be a
minority She said that lhe admmistration has considered hiring La\\
Heview studeolS as Instructors but that
" a minonty just couJdn't go to a white
Law Review student to talk about
having gotten a 'D' on an exam.'' For
th<' same reason, according to Gomez.
"the director of the progr am should be
a minority so that students feel as comfortable as possible discussing adjust·
mcnt problems with him or her that
sh~m from being a minority."
Gomez also expressed concern that
past minority dil'ectors of M.A.A.P.
have not been replaced. She said that
lasl year some minority students were

invited to help review f<'llowship ap
placations. but thnt more recruiting ef·
forlS must be made " They've taken
away the Darector positton -~ho knows
what's next?" She addl.'d. however, that
·at least the Admanastrataoo does
realize there IS o nerd to help the
mmority students aci.ld~macally "
As the role of the graduate students
decreased, the student anstructors'
roles have become morr. official : they
art> offered a stipend and credit for
their work. like st•naor Judges which
necessitates facull\ tnvolvcment '" the
program. ln:;truetor Gomez feel!>,
however, that she doesn't have lo work
nearly as hard a:; :wnioa· judges do and
added. ''I'd rath!'r see the stipend
money go to finding a new director "
Aleinikoff fe<'b students should not bt.>
domg any substanlln• teachmg, that at
should be left to faculn• ad\'lsors
Student instructor Ua) "~ood agrec>s
and therefore conccntralt•s his sessions
on study methods, as opposed to sub·
stantive material lfay"ood 5a)S he acts as an "alarm clock. to let lh~t>
'Aho're going really far astray kno"
thal."

"ACtru· 250 years of domination over
minorities. this sort of program is
really a minimal remedy.·· Haywood
added. though, that the administralaon's help is "definately appreciated
They arc showing they're
supportive by paying the students and
giving credit."
Gordan and Eklund bolh feel one
problem is determining how to serve
lhe needs or the wide \arietv of
mmority students at the law school
Sisneros says she notices dirfl'rent
needs even between herself- a Chicana
from Pueblo. Colorado- and a Chicano
from Chicago. for example, not to men·
lion the different concerns of an
Haspamc from the East Coast.
Instructor Haywood. who as black.
saad he could see that some of his
Hispanic students might have trouble
relating to ham, but that it doesn't sl'em
to be a big problem BuUer fet!ls that
M A.A P is " fundamental!\ about
making the academac adjustment " so
the social vanety as not a signafacant
problem Furthermore, he adds th~
H1spamc and Black La~ Student
Associations can serve those needs

Another proble1n Gordan and Eklund
see ts "wh ite backlash ,, - the resentment that non-minority students express over the uextra help, minorities
can obtain.

Eklund feels that easing into these
student-professor rela tionships is
especially important. Some of the Law
School's minorily students have been
exposed to ioslilutionallzed racism in
their undergraduate exper iences.
''This is one area we can single out and
do something aboul," she commented.
But Sisneros says that the l\I.A.A.P .
sessions are ··still lectures, still formal,
and the students were still intimidated
by the professors."
ummer Program Alternali\'t'

Machigan Law School has considered
instituting a summer program wh<rreby
minorities wouJd attend several weeks
of orientation during the summer.
Eklund said that minority student
opinion was split roughly 50-50 over the
proposal when it was looked into two
years ago
One summer program is run by the
Counc1l on Legal Education Opportunity CCLEO>, and offers a six-week
session to economically disadvantaged
students. primarily minorities. Those

professor's methods as they do an
M.A.A.P. She feels that the ideal
asslst.ancc would Include both a summer and a scltool year program. Gaven
a choice between the two, however,
Gomez would opt for CLEO since il
provades a realistic dry-run or law
school
Alemikoff isn't sure whether a summer program would work better and
feels the decision should be lert up to the
students. He notes that M.A.A.P . is
helpful since at is concurrent with real
law school classes, but at the same time
it as often seen al. another class, so
students can't get as much out of it.
The law school reJected moving to' a
6Urnmer program two years ago
because students disliked the idea of
giving up a s ummer's earnings. and did
n'l want to have to go from college to
lnw school without a break Others felt
that a more formal program might
produce a greater stigma, according to
Eklund She added that determining
eligibility would also be u problem.

"A change would be called fo r
n1inorities were f lunking out. ,,
eligible are students who plan to apply
to law school as well as lhose who ha,·e
aJready been accepted ~lany in the
latter category have acceptances conditioned upon their sahsfactory completion of the CLEO program
Third-years Michael Hernandez and
Sylvaa Gomez both worked at the midwest regional CLEO program hosted by
the Unaversity of Wisconsan last summer. They served as instructors for the
wnting class as well as ad,•ison. to the
60 parucipants in the dorm . Eklund
said that Michigan has considered
hosting the CLEO program , but has not
done so.

if

Perez says he would much prefer a
summer program that would allow
students to ease mto the shock of law
school It would give manorities more
confidence an their abthltes before all
the other students arnved, he belie,·es.
Pere2 added that the press ures or firstyear grades are compounded for
mlnorataes who have more sel£-doubts
thon mnny laY.' students.
Haywood feels that a one-week orientation at the end of summer would be
enough. "A change would be called for
if minora ties were nunkang out." he
commentf.>d.
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No Lawyer Glut Says ABA Head
By Bruce Vielmetti
One of the best things about Wallace
Riley's job is traveling around the
country meeting with law students.
''They have an idealism and enthusiasm that, in the rush of practice.
you tend to forget ," said Riley, current
president of the American Bar
Association But lately. Riley has seen
that optimism slightly diminished by a
" nagging question - Are there too
many lawyers in the United States
today? "
Riley addressed that 1ssue in a short
lunchoon talk at the Lawyers' Club
lounge last week, as part of the ABA's
Law Student Division recruiting drive.
Ri1ey, a founding partner at Detroit's
Riley and Roumel, served as presjdent
of the Michigan bar in 1972-73. He is a
1952 graduate of the law school, and the
business school, and holds a master of
laws degree from George Washington
University.
Riley is married to Dorothy Comstock
Riley, former Michigan Supreme Court
justice.
Regardless of the outcome of any
discuss1on of a possible " lawyer glut,"
Riley tried to assure students that
they're not wasting their time.

"No matter how many lawyers there
are, " he said, "students do themselves
and society a great favor by getting a
legal education.''
He did disagree with former Harvard
Law School president Derek Bok 's
theory that law schools take too many
of the best American college graduates
away from other fields.
Riley pomted out that even the oftdespised corporation lawyers help
society more than people realize by
greasing the myriad and complex legal
gears that stand between products and
the market, and so indirectly aid
economic prosperity.
"And it's really lawyers who protect
the rights of our citizens," he added.
Riley conceded that traditional areas
of legal practice may be getting filled
by the extra 300,000 lawyers that have
joined the profession since the early
70s. But he maintai'ned that a creative
law school graduate could find many
other ways to put his or her legal
education to use.
"Somewhere along the line," he added, "there must be an exploration of
combined curricula, and not just with
business," suggesting such fields as
health care and journalism as possible

Notices
On February 10 and 11, the
Placement Office will sponsor the law
school's annual PubUc Interest Law
Conference The conference is designed
to educate law students about nonbusiness
career
options
Ap·
proximately twenty five public interest
practitioners will share insights about
their hves and JObs 10 a series of
workshops and informal gatherings.
The conference w1ll also serve to k1ck
off the 1984 Student Funded Fellowship
fundraising campaign.
The act1v1ties will begm at 3:30 on
Friday, the lOth in Rm 100 HH with
keynote speaker Ramsey Clark. Clark,
the former United States Attorney
General and veteran activist, wiiJ address the role of the lawyer in serving
the public interest The speech will be
followed that evening by a potluck in
the Lawyers' Club lounge and entertainment by folksinger and MichiganLaw School Alum Fred Small.
On Saturday, February 11 , three sets
of 11.2 hour long workshops will present
panels of practitioners with various
areas of expertise. The workshop topics
tentatively include: labor, environmental, civil
r ights, employment
discrimination, legal services, alternative dispute resolution, gelling into
r public interest practice, elderly and

handicapped, political and lobby work.
More specific information will be
available within the next week. In the
meantime, mark your calendar and get
your covered dish out!
THE COMPt.;TER LAW Society will
hold an informal Microcomputer Users
Group lunch meeting Monday Jan. 30,
11:30 - 1:30, in the Faculty Dining
Room. We will discuss what interest
and opposition there is in petitioning the
administration to allow word
processing in final exams. We will also
talk about computer conferencing.
Anyone who is associated with the Law
School and who is interested in small
computers is invited to attend all or
part of the meeting.
WL A PRESENTS " Women in the
Labor Force," a noontime film series
that begins TODAY, Jan. 25, with Union
Maids, shown in 116 Hutchins Hall at
12:15 p.m. The film presents the personal stories of three working women
involved in the first successful attempts
to organize during the beginning of the
CIO in the 1930's. The series wiiJ continue each Wednesday at noon
throughout February. Everyone is encouraged to join us for an informative,
entertaining weekly hour of film. Feel
free to bring your lunch.

Child Advocacy
Clinic Returns
from p11ge one

the probate court. However, in September, Duquette made a motion to ~educe
the allocation for juvenile detentwn by
about $100,000. After that, Campbell
said that Duquette's representation
constituted a conflict of interest.
Campbell bnefly blocked Child ~d
vocacy Clinic members_f~om app~nng
in h1s courtroom, but clime parttc1pants

were able to finish their work last
semester.
Duquette said he and Campbell had
been working on the draft of the letter
since that time.
-;,I think the relationships (between
Duquette and Campbell) are much better now," he said.
Duquette doesn't think the state bar
will rule against him, but if it does, " I'll
change my role on the county board,"
he said.

candidates for integration with legal
study.
Riley suggested two basic answers to
the fundamental question "are there
too many lawyers?" If you consider the
pinch of recession, and the competition
for business, "in those terms, yes, there
are too many lawyers."
He cited the average income of a
Michigan lawyer, which in 1981 was
about $16,000 in 1972 dollars, down
from about $25,000 in 1972.
But Riley refused to blame lawyers
for the "litigation explosion," the
backed-up dockets and never ending
cases that draw continual editorial
criticism.
Instead, Riley linked the litigation
explosion to a legislation explosion, and
ever increasing rights for citizens.
"If there were half as many attorneys, there'd just be more people standing in line to see the'm ;' he said.
The problem, as Riley conceded, is
that many people with legal needs,
can't afford to stand in even shortened
lines . He said the ABA could play an
important role in helping any excess
lawyers fulfill the unmet needs of
groups like the elderly, the poor and
children. As evidence of that role,

Riley cited the ABA's continued support of Legal Serivces and its encouragement of members to do pro
bono work.
Riley devoted about a third of his 35
minutes to promoting the benefits of
ABA, and Law Student Division. membership, noting that Michigan's Law
School ranks among the very lowest
schools in student division membership, with only about nine percent
taking the early steps toward joining
up.
After fini shing his prepared address.
Riley answered a few quest1ons from
the audience of about 35.
·one student asked Riley why the
ABA tries to deny or diminish the
correlation between the number of
lawyers and increasing litigation,
asserting that more lawyers means
more work and prosperity, economic
and otherwise, for everyone, and that
the ABA shouldn't have to lie about it.
Riley replied that for the most part,
the student's assertion may indeed be
true, but that lawyers 'would have a
"public image problem" if they
promoted that attitude.

Sexual Orientation

Policy Preempted
from pagt> one

people who are engaged in activities
wh1ch are violative of the law "
However, in December, the LGLS
made a presentation to the faculty.
which voted to establish a committee.
In January, the committee was appointed , and over the next ten months,
members wrote memos and met
frequently
Kenyon said the committee also
taijced several times to the University
administration, but there was no
suggestion that the University decision
on the LAGROC proposal would preempt a law school decision . "If they
were going to preclude." said Kenyon .
"they should have done it m January
when the committee was formed."
In early October of 1983, the committee had completed its report, and
decided to release it on October 24. The
fact.lty was scheduled to make a
decision on November 4.
The report discusses current bylaws.
existing federal and state laws, the role
of the law school, and ends with eight
possible courses of action. These alternatives range from the addition of
sexual orientation to the existing list of
prohibited discriminations to taking no
action at all. The committee report
made no recommendations, but
outlined a range of possible responses.
However, the report was not released
on O<;tober 24. Instead, said
Kenyon, "On October 20, we <Kenyon
and Laverty) were told, by a brief note
in our mailboxes. that the University
administration had contacted Dean
Sandalow. Whatever the University
decided. all individual units of the
University would be precluded from
taking action." The committee was
dissolved as a result.

Originally, the University was supposed to issue a statement on October
25, but no statement has yet been
issued. Furthermore. the University
has decided not to change the bylaws,
which would require regents' approval.
Instead. the administration will issue a
presidential statement, which will be
less inclusive. and probably will not
cover placement policy. said Kenyon.
" What bothers me is how it was
done," said Kenyon. "The University
knew all along about the law school. We
approached them last spring. informally , and asked if we would be
precluded \\'e were told. 'no. go ahead.·
It seems very suspicious to me that the
decision to preclude came four days
before the committee was to issue the
report. "
·
Kenyon noted that it makes sense
for the University to have one coherent
policy on d1scnminat1on, but he said he
feels that the University should have informed the committee of that much
earlier. Kenyon added, "There's also
the possibility. although I generally
don' t beheve in conspiracy theories,
that President Shapiro knew he was
doing Dean Sandalow a favor by getting rid of a controversy in the law
school. Everyone knows how much
Dean Sandalow dislikes controversy.
But there's no hard evidence."
Kenyon remains disillusioned by the
months spent on committee work and
by the lack of good faith on the part of
the university administration and/or
Dean Sandalow. "I don't think there's
any doubt that if the law school really
wanted to decide this policy, the
University would let them."
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Entertainment

Cottage Inn 38, Superbo~I.. ~.,h.,•·•h•dcec•iv•d•

By Matt Jacobs
The "Hogs· ~ will have to wait for
a nother year to bask in Super Bowl victory slop. The once proud Washington
Redskins were pumme lled by the
awesome power of the Los Angeles
Raiders in Sunday's Super Bowl XVIII.
P iay by play, min ute by minute, as the
drama unfolded, it became evident that
the Raiders had total control of this
game. It wasn't just the big plays that
turned the tide for the Raiders, but also
the.. .
" No, no, no, that won't do as an opening
paragraph in the Res Gestae," I said,
as I canvassed my viewi ng companions
for suggestions as to how to begin my
article. ·'The R.G.'s readers demand

more tha n that sports-page drivel in
theil sports coverage." A much more
heloful suggestion was forthcoming :
Mark Moseley stinks. Russ Francis is
the c utes t football player in the N.f'.L.
The Redskins arc too ugly to win , and
that 's why they lost.
On second
tiJought, that's not really fair, because
Jim Plunkett is the ug li est, and
therefore had less to lose...
This, I thought, made sens e, but as a
lead paragraph in an H.G. a rtic le, it
s till was not quite right. Others had inventive suggestions, but they all m ade
gratuitous refere nces to their favorite
home-town teams. For example, " As a
follow-up to Louisville's incredible afternoon bas ketball victory over
9

U.C.L.A ., the Los Angeles Ra1ders ... , "
or "Proving that the San Franc isco
Forty-Niners we re the more deserving
team to represent the N .F .C., t he
Washmgton Reds kins ... " These would
just not do. Instead, I accepted a
sugges tion to write the middle of the article first, and then come back and
write the lead paragraph.
Middle of the article: All said, the
game was quite dull. The highlight of
the telecast was the Apple Computers
comm ercia l, introducing its new
" Macintosh " line. How disappointing
to discover that the commercial was
not publicizing a new movie. Othe r
high spo(s included:
• eating Cottage I nn pizza and

too much of.1n your case
26. products liability drug
29. a 1492 vessel
30. popcorn and sidewa lks in J a nuary
should be th is Y.ay
32. Greek prefix meaning e q ual or
sa me
33. fur ther
3.t. circula tory channe l
35. play div isions
36. energy
37. presents issues a nd facts
38. R 2 --39. geog. meas.
40. state as truth
41. PDQ

42. get the gr ade
<t:t muck
45. agree ment
a l. an integra ted statute, t heoretically
52. poem
5:1. a federal la bor act
55. March calendar observance
56. where s hady characters a re always
"on thr Ia m " to in late grade-B movies
Si. on a par with the Enquirer
511. another agency abbreviation ...
59. not fi xed, in Article Two
60.
pr oposed amend ment (another
"gimme")

good deal on it,
• noting that Ame r ica 's sewage
systems a re subjected to the_ir greatest
strains of the year at halft1me of the
Super Bowl, and
.
.
• discussing new and mterestmg
ways to begin an article on this sports
extravaganza .
.
Now I 've just been informed tha t t h1s
article can only run a couple more
lines. Regrettably, that's not enough
space for a lead pa ragraph . Like t he
Washington Redskins, I can o nly
bemoan my l~t opportunity, a nd swea r
that I'll ma ke up for it next year. In the
meantime, if anyone ha s any
suggestions for a lead Co r final>
paragraph . . .

time to d o this
24. - a nd present da nge r Cyou better
believe this i a ' 'gim me")
25. a nd the sa me <Lal.)
26. of questiona ble prt>cedeotia l value
27. impede
28. iffy
29. wine valley
30. soothe
31. letter or the a lpha bet. a long with the
indefinite article
35. commerc ial notices
37. synonymous \\ ith 4 1A
41. rea lty unit
42. bever ages, or a sort
43. innocuous bevera ge
44. thoug ht
-15. type of enterprise
46. Ga rfie ld's buddy
47. a n ine rt element
-18. ---looga vita brevis
49. reference
50. Russian rull'r (a notht>r "gimme")
54. vending mach in<' t> mpire

DOW!'\

By Carol Shepherd
ACROSS
1. oa t! . yo uth org.
-1 . Who'd namr th r ir kid this?
1. part or thr name or your favorite
weekly
10. Bohr 's s ubjrct mattl'r
!2. a J apancsr sash (crossword puzzle rs, this is a "gimmr")
13. before planr a nd d rornf', rormt>rl~
1-1. lacking originality, frf's hm•ss, or

nonlt~·: ade quate descr iption or a ll'ct ure on t he hi s t ory or in tf's tatl'
secession in Louisiana
16. Sorr y. I couldn' t make a nything fit
hl're.
11. a type ofree
18. a compilation or opinions
19. what genera lly apJJcars in your
argument when you' r e ca lle d on in
c lass. according to t he professor
20. a retailing designat ion (this is a real
to ughir! )
21. an encumbra nce
2.t. \\hat you hope you do n' t have to do

1. ta lk ai mlessly
2. clear night sight
3. firs t rate
-1. arena name
5. competent
6. weekly RG fe ature
7. not per sona l
8. d ive rs ity case
9. s un ( Lat.)
I I . geographic representa tion
13. the old ty pe or bomb
15. fina nc ial tra nsaction
19. wor ked rows
20. mor e tha n one of a famous ga rden
21. journa listic no-no
22. inco mpetent
23. real lawyers don' t waste valuable

But Will It Play In Peoria ?
By M T Gesture
The 3Ls who opened Club Peona, the
dance club abo ve the He1delberg
Restaurant, las t November have announced that the club will continue to
blaze its trail a c ross entertainment's
ethereal f irmament th1s Friday,
January 27, and every Friday for the
rest of the semester. Once again, the
c lub will feature the hottest and latest
in recorded dance music and
fashionable posturing. The Heidelbe rg
is located at 215 North Ma in Street in
downtown Ann Arbor .
The four students, Scott Dew, Mark

Schreier, Dan Sherrick, and Joe Cohn,
were pleased with the success of their
ftrst club date but do not plan to sit on
their, or anyone else's hands. Scott
Dew, Head Banana, explains that the
group's plans for improvement include
video by local artists, interior designs
and murals by Angie Pozo, J ohn
Garland, and Reed Lenz eMs. Pozo
created the Lorch Hall board displays),
and continuous dance music mixed by
WCBN DJ Michael P dol.
The group remains sensitive, though,
to their dual roles of impresarios a nd
students. "It's a mazing we can do a ll

this and not fall behind in our studies,"
re marks Dan Sherrick, avuncular head
of the group's course outline and elecIronies committee, adding that concern
over the group's available study time,
·~swell a s that of the student body as a
whole, determined the once-weekly
liming of Club P eoria, "any more often
and our outlines, a nd t herefore our
futures, would pay the price."
The group is hoping that enough law
students will be able to thaw themselves out in time to make the opening.
Doors will open 9 p.m . on Friday. There
will be a cash bar.
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Feature
Godzilla Meets the French Chef

By r\da Hoarce
1 confess. I love to eat. l got kicked
out of the Lawyers' Club because they
lost money on my meal contract. Some
people brag about "closing down bars"
- I close down restaurants. They boot
me out at 2 a.m . kicking and
screaming, clutching at leftovers . I'm
the only person in the city holding
a Distinguished Chair at BaskinRobbins.
My favorite column in the Ann Arbor
News. naturally, is the restaurant
reviews by Constance Crump and her
insatiable aggregation of familial
gastronomes, the Crumpettes.
Although their palates lack the
remotest semblance of cultivation, I
must admire the voracity and zest with
which t hey appear to consum e
disgraceful amounts of food . Craig
Claiborne is a boor, Julia Child a
Neanderthal - real gourmets don't eat
slivers of escargot crepe but concentrate upon M.P .G's (mouthfuls of phattening garbage). This week we are
pleased to bring you a review of a dinner at what we call the C.C.R.B. <Center for Creating Repulsive Bulges) in
the basement of Hutchins Hall. Food
was sampled and reviewed by none
other than the Chumpettes, the Law

torte. Several students had warned us
that they would have reservations
about eating there, but we do not
recommend making reservations.
We began with a trip to the bar, offering a pleasing complement of " Iced
Drinks " for 40f . Apparently the
machine was broken, since I could not
find the Margarita or Daiquiri buttons.
Also, the " Iced Drinks" sign stayed lit,
even when "No Ice" was pressed.
Ralph Nader should hear about this.
We proceeded to the soup course. A
tremendous variety of options presented themselves to us, running the
gamut from Chicken with Noodles to
Noodle with Chickens. One Chumpelte
objected to the china in which the soup
arrived, but the aluminum texture was
decidedly simple and sturdy. Incidentally, Soup with Chicken Flavor is also
available from the " Hot Drinks" section of the menu, along with coffee
(black, sugar , light, or sugar and light) ,
decaffeinated coffee (black, sugar,
light, or sugar and light>, and plain tea,
all available with extra coffee, sugar
and light. We tried combinations of the
above, and recommend black chicken
coffee with extra sugar and light, and
tea soup with decaffeinated chicken
flavor with extra plain coffee. tea ,

(([H]ealth inspectors should check (the
Hutchins basement) for animals
several patrons mentioned that it is always
jull of boars. ' "
School's own division of the E.P.A.
<E picures' and Porkers' Association).
Finding a table at the Center was not
difficult on the Friday night we chose to
go. In fact, the only people in the
restaurant were four students having a
disagreement over their dessert - they
could not decide whether serving a
chocolate cake with poisoned cream on
lop should be considered an intentional

black, ice, sweetness and light. All for
~!

Each of the Chumpelles ordered a
different entree from the " Hot Foods"
menu. Our Chili Con Carne With Beans,
Beef Stew, Beef Goulash, and Spaghetti
and Italian Sausage in Tomato Sauce
all arrived cold in the familiar
aluminum , sealable china, in spite of
the " Hot Foods" designation . A

frequenter of the Center recommended
the microwave for our entrees and we
proceeded to nuke them up. Funny when we removed them, we couldn't
tell them apart! An interesting sign on
the microwave reads "Order Parts Hot
Line Salem Supply"; I don't know why
parts must be ordered hot, but perhaps
the Line Salem Supply people prefer it

((Some people brag about closing down
bars ... I close down restaurants. "
- -- ----- that way.
Since the " Hot Foods" machine
coughed up cold Jood, we attempted to
get some hot food from the "Cold
Foods " menu. Unfortunately, that
machine
similarly
disburs€
lukewarm cuisine and resort was had to
the trusty Litton zapper. For $1.25 one
receives a Super Dog and for $1.45 one
obtains the same thing from a different
slot. If you want sauerkraut as well,
however, it will cost you 25t less <Door
.t3). The ARA Services company of
Dearborn ("real American law schools
buy American") has provided a list of
ingredients in case you wonder what
you are eating ("Hot Dog, Bun ").
One Chumpette obser·ved that the hot
dog and bun are comprised of identical
materials, although none of us could
determine what material that was. We
were reassured by a tag which guaranteed " 100% man-made uppers. " except
that we .couldn't remove the tag under
penalty of Jaw. The Center thoughtfully
provides a vegetarian section on the
"Cold Foods" menu. One Chumpette
was able to obtain an apple and a carton
of Dutch Apple yogurt. The former was
a Michigan apple, evident from the 10¢
deposit on the core; the latter was
found to be inedible by the vegetarian
Chumpette who stood morally opposed
to it on the grounds that the Dutch had
instituted Apartheid in South Africa.
For dessert, we chose from the "Cold

Law in the Raw
4

O£~(s~p~~ec{!!/fr~!{elabor sterile

legal points; some tie in bits of history as well . Take
the one filed by Amarillo, TX, lawyer M.W. Hancock Ill explaining why the city's police chief
demoted and suspended a male sergeant and a
patrolwoman for living together while not married:
"One of the side effects of young ladies becoming
policewomen was that policemen with years of exper ience ... and the female recruits commenced
pairing off, two-by-two, in a manner not grossly
unlike what happened to those who occupied Noah's
Ark, save and except that here only Homo sapiens
were involved, and they all worked for..the Amarillo
Police Department," Hancock wrote in his brief.
The Washington Post, October 31, 1983

What about coughing?
Jn Waterville, Maine, it is against the law to blow
your nose in public.
Detroit Free Press, Jan . 19, 1984

Milk" and " Pastry 'n Snacks" menus.
We got an "Orange Drink" from the
mild machine, not to be confused with
the "Orange Soda'' available from the
' ·Iced Drinks" section. We tried to get
a " Hot Orange Drink" from the " Hot
Drinks" menu so we could get extra
black decaffeinated light chicken tea
with iced sugar but th~ menus are not

well-coordinated. I tremble a t the
thought of trying to get warm milk or
iced tea. Our trip to the " P astry 'n
Snacks" counter yielded a bag of Sour
Cream and Onion Potato Chips and a
package of " Hreakfast Bake Shop
Donuts" <its list of ingredients looked
like an inventory of Timothy Leary's
medicine chest >.
Overall, the Chumpettes enjoyed
their trip to C.C.R. B. . Service was
decidedly inconsistent: it was either
very quick or else not there at all. The
atmosphere drew mixed emotions. The
health inspectors should check it for
animals: a mouse was caught there
yesterday, and several patrons mentioned that it is always "full of boars."
Many of the customers must be doctors,
since countless signs implored us to
"STUDY AIDS," with phone numbers
and names of Drs. Gilbert and Nutshell
listed .
Possibly the best surprise came when
the bill was tota lled: four ravenously
hungry Chumpettes wolfed down soup,
main courses, desserts, and drinks, for
only S89.40, making the C.C.R.B. competitive with such renowned quicheand-chablis wimperias as The Earle
and The Gandy Dancer . On balance, it
seems that when it comes to M.P .G's,
the little cafeteria in the Hutchins
basement stands hoof and shoulders
above the rest. Now about that iced coffee with extra orange milk . ..

compiled by l\1ike Woronoff

I wonder who the other guy is Aren't you glad you got in?
A man accused in a paternity suit of fathering twin
boys must pay child support for only one of the infants because of blood tests indicating he did not
father both. According to the Chicago Tribune,
Larry Joe Turntine showed zero percent chance of
being father to Irene Foote's son Cedric, but 99.13
percent chance of being father to Dedric .
Student Lawyer , Oct. 1983

The Legal Scholastic Aptitude Test, taken by
prospective law students throughout the country,
seems expressly designed to eliminate prospective
lawyers with fine sensibilities and warm feelings,
while certifying mostly those who are able to subordinate the spirit to the letter of the law.
Sydney Harris. columnist,
Detroit Free Press, J an. 19, 1984

Rocky IV
Rocky, the dog who was sentenced to death for his
role in a robbery, has been released and ordered
never to return to Seattle.
Police said Rocky, a bull terrier trained to fight,
had been used by 18-year-old Curtis Knight, a
restaurant dishwasher, in severn! robberies in Seattle. Mr. Knight pleaded guilty last week to robbery,
and Rocky,' who had been taken to an animal
shelter, was to be destroyed.
But after Joe Seller, Mr. Knight's uncle, claimed
him, the shelter released Rocky on the conditions
that he be neutered and never return to S~attle.
tudent Lawyer, Oct. 1983

Quote of the week
" I'm ready to fight in the street for those
breasts. "
John Barth III , designer of two sculptures of
mermaids, both 25 feet tall with 4-foot naked
breasts which are supposed to adorn the gates to
the 1984 World's Fair in New Orleans. Resident
women apparently complain because the breasts
are as big as they are.
USA Today, Jan. 20, 1984

